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A SIEVE APPROACH TO THE
WARING-GOLDBACH PROBLEM, I:
SUMS OF FOUR CUBES
BY JORG BRUDERN

ABSTRACT. - The problem of representing integers as the sum of k-th powers of primes is known as the
Waring-Goldbach problem. Traditionally results on this problem are obtained by reference to auxiliary estimates
from the "ordinary" Waring problem, which are then combined with Vinogradov's estimates for exponential sums
over primes. Here we describe an alternative approach, based on the linear sieve and the circle method, and show
that almost all natural numbers n = 4 mod 24 can be written as n = pf + pj + pj + x3 where p\, p2» P3 are
primes, and x has at most four prime factors. Our method has the advantage that one can deal with fewer variables
than is possible by Vinogradov's method, but sometimes detects an "almost prime" rather than a prime.

1. Introduction
Alongside with the traditional theory of Waring's problem there is the parallel question
of solving the diophantine equation
(1.1)

x^ + ^ + . . . + ^ = n

in primes Xi. This problem is usually referred to as the Waring-Goldbach problem. Since
the work ofVinogradov [13] and Hua [8] on exponential sums over primes problems in this
class are within the competence of the Hardy-Littlewood circle method. However, mainly
due to our poor knowledge of the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions, a
solution of the Waring-Goldbach problem requires more variables than the original Waring
problem (that is, solving (1.1) in positive integers, for sufficiently large n.) We illustrate
the difference in the case of cubes. It is conjectured that all large integers n are the sum of
four positive cubes, and indeed that all large n = 4 mod 18 can be written as the sum of
four cubes of primes. Davenport [2] showed that almost all (in the sense usually adopted
in analytic number theory) natural numbers can in fact be represented as the sum of four
positive cubes, and also obtained an estimate on the number of exceptions. A similar result
on cubes of primes requires five variables (see Hua [8]). If all large numbers n are to be
represented in the form n = x^ + ... + ^ then 5 = 7 suffices for Waring5 s problem, but
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the restriction of the Xi to primes make in necessary to increase the number of variables
to s = 9, and to impose a congruence condition on n.
In the present paper we develop a method which at least "approximates" the WaringGoldbach problem, without inflating the number of variables. In the context of sums of
cubes our techniques yield the following result.
THEOREM. - Almost all natural number n = 4 mod 18 can be written as
(1.2)

n=p^p^p^^

where pi denote primes, and x is a P^-number. The number E(N) of all n = 4 mod 18
not exceeding N which cannot be represented in the proposed manner, satisfies E{N) <CA
N(logN)-A for any A > 0.
As usual, a number is called a Py-number if it contains at most r prime factors, counted
with multiplicity.
Our result is the closest approximation to date to the Waring-Goldbach problem for four
cubes. It supersedes work of Roth [9] who showed that (1.2) has solutions for almost all
n in primes pi and integer a;. As a simple corollary we also obtain a result on sums of
8 cubes. It is readily seen that there are at least N(lo^N)~8 natural numbers not exceeding
N which are sums of four cubes of primes (see Roth [9], for example). By the Theorem
and the pingeon hole principle it follows that all sufficiently large n are representable in
the form n == p^ + ... + p^ + x3 with primes pi and a P^ -number x. Again this is an
improvement on a similar result of Roth [9] in which x is an arbitrary integer.
Our method combines the circle method and the linear sieve as the two main tools.
Because of the appearance of a sieve method we shall not be able to detect primes for
all variables. On the other hand, the method offers considerable flexibility. As the proof
will show, there is an underlying principle which indicates, very roughly speaking, that
whenever the circle method supplies an asymptotic formula for the number of solutions
of a diophantine equation, F{x\^... ^ X s ) = 0, say, possibly with restrictions on the xi,
then the methods of this paper can be used to solve the same equation in almost-primes of
some fixed order. The Theorem may be regarded as an instance of this principle, applied
to the work of Roth. We have chosen the four cubes problem as a first application of
the method for two reasons: Sums of four cubes have received considerable attention, as
one of the outstanding problems in additive number theory. Moreover, for the problem
considered here the general principle is relatively easy to establish; both the circle method
and the sieve machinery enter the proof only in their basic form. In two sequels to this
paper, we shall explain how more sophisticated versions of the Hardy-Littlewood method
and the sieve can enhance the power of the method.
2. An outline of the method
Before we proceed to describe our approach in some detail, we recall the principal
results from linear sieve theory in a language convenient for our application. Let u be a
non-negative integer-valued arithmetical function depending on a parameter P such that
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u{m} = 0 for m > 2P (e.g., u is a "sequence" in { 1 , 2 , . . . , [2P]}, with multiplicities).
For square-free integers d we require approximate formulae of the shape
(2.1)

^

^rn)=^X+R(d)

m= 0 mod d

where c^(d) is a multiplicative function satisfying
(2.2)

^{p) = 1 + O^"172)

0 ^ uj(p) < p;

for primes p, where X denotes a function of P which approximates the sum ^'u(m),
'

m

and where R(d) are suitable error terms. We now assume that there is a fixed integer
K such that u(m) = 0 for (m,K) > 1 and o;(p) = 0 for p\K. The errors J?(d) should
be small on average, in the following sense. For some fixed 0 > 0 and certain complex
numbers rj(d) with \r]{d)\ < 1 we need that
(2.3)

^ ^)^(dW)<X(logX)- 2 .
d^P°
(d,X)=l

Finally, a bound is required for u(m) when m is divisible by a large square of a prime.
We suppose that for any 7 > 0 we have
(2.4)

^
p^>P~i

^(m)«X 1 - 6

^
2

rn=0 mod p

for some 5 = 8{^) > 0. Then we have
PROPOSITION 1. - Suppose that (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) hold with 0~1 < r - -^ for
some integer r >_2. Then there is a Pr-number m with u{m} > 0.
This is only a special case of the results in Greaves [3,4] but any reasonable earlier
version of the weighted linear sieve such as the Jurkat-Richert-theory (see [6], Chapter 9)
would suit our needs as well. Note that Proposition 1 is a rather weak form of what is
known in this context. The second condition in (2.2) is a very strong form of the "linear"
sieve assumption, and the condition 0~1 < r - . can be relaxed considerably for small
r; see Greaves [3,4,5]. Our condition (2.4) is weaker than axiom A4 of Greaves [3] but
it is clear that (2.4) can be used instead; it has been designed to allow for a simple
verification in our context.
The first step in the proof of the Theorem is to construct a suitable function u. Let
TV be sufficiently large and put
(2.5)

P = ^TV 1 / 3 ;

Q = P576.

0

For N < n < 2N let z/(n) denote the number of solutions of
(2.6)

n^x^pi-^-pi+pi
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subject to
(2.7)

P < x < 2P;

P <pi<2P',

Q < p^ps ^ 2Q.

For a given pair n, d we define ^d(n) as the number of solutions to (2.6), (2.7) with c?[;r.
Moreover, for a given n, we write u{x) = Un(x) for the number of solutions of (2.6),
(2.7) with a prescribed value of x. It will turn out that for some appropriate choice of uj
and X, the function u-n satisfies the requirements for Proposition 1 for any 6 < -, for
almost all n, and this will finally prove the Theorem.
The formulae (2.1) and (2.4) are more easily expressed in terms of z^(n) by means
of the obvious relations
(2.8)

^

un(x) = ^(n)

a"=0 mod d

and
(2.9)

E
p>P^

E

un(x)=^^(n).

x=0modp2

p>P~^

A formal application of the Hardy-Littlewood method to the diophantine equation (2.6) and
the identity (2.8) suggest a choice for the main term in (2.1). Indeed we are forced to choose
(2.10)

X = G{n}J(n)

where 6(n) is the formal singular series associated with the equation (2.6), and J(n} is
the corresponding singular integral, both to be defined below, in (3.6) and (3.10). All we
need to know at the present stage is that for some c > 0, one has
(2.11)

(loglognr^lognrV 79 < X < (loglognl^lognrV 79 .

This will be proved in §3. The appropriate u;{d) also is somewhat complicated to define
without introducing further notation, and we postpone this to (3.12) below. Finally we
observe that for any n = 4 mod 18 and any solution of (2.6), (2.7) we must have (6, x) = 1.
We shall therefore use Proposition 1 with K = 6. To avoid an unnecessarily complicated
notation, we assume from now on that n = 4 mod 18 and that d denotes a square-free
number coprime to 6. We shall prove the following facts.
LEMMA 1. - Let 6 < ^ D = P0 and A a positive real number. For any complex numbers
0

rjd with \r]d\ <: 1 we have
^ ^(n) - ^X)!2 « P^logP)^

^
N<n<,2N

d<D

v

/ )

LEMMA 2. - If 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, then

E

N<n<2N
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Now write R{d) = z^(n) - ——X. By (2.8) this is in accordance with (2.1). Let <?i
be the set of all n G [TV, 2N] with
\^n{d)R{d)\>X(\ogX)-2.
d<D

By (2.5), (2.11) and Lemma 1,
#£, « X-^logX) 4

^
N<n<,2N

| ^ ri{d)R{d)\2 « ^(logTV)11-^.
d<,D

Similarly we deduce from Lemma 2 that the set £-z of all n G [TV, 27V] such that
^^(n)>X1-^
p>?5

satisfies #£'2 < TV1"6. From (2.8) and (2.9) we see that for n G [TV, 2N}, n ^ fi U ^ the
conditions (2.3) and (2.4) hold for any 0 < . In particular, subject to proofs of (2.2) and
_
tj
Lemmata 1 and 2, the Theorem follows from Proposition 1.
We shall prove Lemmata 1 and 2 by two applications of the circle method. The idea
of providing the main sieve input (2.3) via the circle method has also been used by
Heath-Brown [7] in a different context. The proof of Lemma 1 is the main difficulty and
is given in §§3-5. Lemma 2 is much easier. Indeed, by the definition of Vp^(u) we see that
the left hand side in Lemma 2 is bounded by the number V of solutions to
p\z\ + x\ + yi + yl = p^zi + x\ + yj + ^
subject to
pi > P6;

P < p'JZi ^ 2P;

P < Xi ^ 2P;

Q < yi < 2Q.

Now we invoke a technical estimate.
LEMMA 3. - Let W be a subset of [P, 2P] H Z with W elements. Let S{W) denote the
number of solutions of
w^ + ^ + yi + yi = wj + x^ + yi + yl

subject to
Wi e W,

P <Xi<2P,

Q <yi< 2Q.

Then

^(W^P-^VlogP+P^Q2.

We take >V as the set of all P < w < 2P which have a representation in the form
p^z = w with p > P6. It is clear that w can have at most (26)~1 such representations,
and that #W < P1-6. Consequently,
V ^ (25)-25(W),
whence Lemma 2 follows from Lemma 3. A proof of Lemma 3 is given in §6.
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3. Application of the Hardy-Littlewood method
In this and the next two sections we prove Lemma 1, and also (2.2) as a by-product.
Our approach departs from a representation of ^(n) in terms of an integral. We write
fd{a} =

e{ax3^

^

g{a) =

P<a;<2P
x^O mod d

^

e(aj?3);

h(a) =

P<p<2P

^

e(ap3)

Q<P<2Q

and then define, for any measurable set %,
(3.1)

Vd(n^) - / fd{a)g(a)h(afe{-an)da.
J^

Note that ^(n) = ^d(^, [0,1]). Now define major and minor arcs as follows. Let B be a
fixed real number with B > 250, B > 9A, and write
L^logP)5.

(3.2)

Let 9Jt(^, a) denote the interval a — - <: £P~3, and write 9DT for the union of all 3Jt(g, a)
with 1 < a <, q <: L, ( a , g ) = = l . The minor arcs m are defined as the complement of
97t in [0,1] mod 1. The main difficulty is to establish an appropriate minor arc estimate.
This is contained in
LEMMA 4. - For any B > 250 and any complex numbers r]d "with \r]d\ <^ 1 one has

iE w^i^-wiogp)-^9.

E

N<n<2N

d<D

We postpone the proof until §5. The major arcs are easier to handle. We write
5(<?,a)=^>(^ 3 );

(3.3)

a-=l

and

q /

x=l
(.c,g)=l

/•2P

^(/3)=^

Then for a =

v

S-(q,a)= ^ e(^ 3 );

a

-i

e(^3)^;

/•2S

w(/3,5)=g^

v

y

/

//3^3\
e

^^.

+ /3 E 9Jt(g, a) we define

fW^W.

,•(€.) ^^^.P),

..(^^t^,

Since the Wl(q, a) are pairwise disjoint, this defines functions /J', h*,g* on 971. Uniformly
for a E Wt we have
\hgh2 - Wh^\ « d-1?2^2^?)-55.
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This follows immediately from standard results such as Theorem 4.1 of Vaughan [10] and
the corresponding analogue for prime number sums in Hua [8]. On writing
^dW = ( r.W^h^aYe^a^da

Jm

and integrating the previous inequality we deduce that
(3.4)

^ M^97t) - ^(n)| < P^Q^logP^logD
d<D

since the measure of 97t is O^L^P'3).
Next we evaluate ^(n). To this end we introduce some further notation. Let
^
(3.5)

T(
^
T^n)=

\- ———^F———^-q)g^a^^a)3 / an\
^
(0^)=!

.LP-3

(3.6)

^(/3)w(/3, P)w(/3, Q)2e(-^) d/3.

J(n) = /
3

J-LP-

Then
(3.7)

^W^d-^Td^riWn),
q<,L

Routine endgame techniques in the Hardy-Littlewood method readily yield the bounds
(3.8)

^(lognr 3 < J{n) < n^logn)-3

for N < n < 2N; we may omit the details. In the next section we shall prove that
(3.9)

r^nXg 6 - 2 ^^)^^) 1 / 2 .

Hence the singular series
00

(3.10)

©d(n)=^Td(g,n)
9=1

converges absolutely. For simplicity we write ©i(n) = ©(n). Note that 6(n) is exactly the
singular series discussed in Roth [9] so we may quote his bounds 6(n) > 0 for all n, and
(3.11)

(log log n}-0 < 6(n) < (log log n) 0

for some fixed c > 0 and sufficiently large n. By (3.8) and (3.11) we now deduce the
inequalities (2.11). Moreover we can now define the function c^(d) for square-free d by
(3.12)

.W =w
6(n)-

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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A detailed analysis ofuj(d-) is given in §4. By (2.10), (3.7), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.12), we have

^-^<^EE^y
d

<D

n^L
d<D q>L

q

a

« J{n){logD)L-^ f; ^ « J{n)d{n)L-^ log^;
9=1

(/

here d(n) denotes the number of divisors of n. We take squares and sum over N < n <, 27V,
and apply the same procedure to (3.4). Then, by (3.8),

(3-13)

E fE ^9Jt) - ^x ) 2 « pQu-1.

N<n<,2N 'd<,D

/

Since ^(n) = v^n, m) + ^(n, 97T), Lemma 1 now follows from Lemma 4 and (3.13).
4. The singular series
We begin this section with a proof of (3.9). By standard methods it is readily shown
that Td(q,n) is a multiplicative function of q (see chapters 2 and 4 of Vaughan [10], for
example), so that it actually suffices to show that
(4.1)

Td{p\n)^p-2t{pt,n){pt,dY'2

for all primes p and all t e N.
By a result of Hua [8] we have S^p^a) = 0 whenever p Jo, and ( ^ to(p) where
to(p) = 2 for p ^ 3, and to(3) = 3. From (3.9) we infer
(4.2)

'W,n)=0 if

t>to(p),

so that it now suffices to verify (4.1) when p -^ 3,t = 1.
First suppose that pjd. Then S{p,ad3) = S(p,a) by (3.3), whence T^n) = T^p n)
by (3.9). Moreover, by (3.3), S*(p,a) = S(p,a) - 1. By (3.9),
Ti(p, n) = p-\p - l)-3^;), n) - 3G'3(p, n) + SG^p, n) - Gi(p, n))

where

p-i
an
Gs(.P,n)
= ^t>(p,a
G^p,n)=^S{p,are(\
0=1
0^1

\

P

)

By Lemma 4.7 of Vaughan [10] we have
(4-3)

G'.M^/^n)

for any s ^ 1. We deduce that Ti(p,n) < p-^^n) as required.
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Now suppose that p\d. Then S{p,ad3) = p so that
T^n} = T^n) = {p - l)-3^ ^a)3^-^)
v

0=1

JL

/

= (p - l)-^^) - 3G2(p,n) + 3Gi(^n) - Go(^n)). (4.4)

But Go{p,n) is Ramanujan's sum whence (4.3) also holds for 5 = 0 . Now we find that
Td{p,n} < p-^^n) = p ~ ' 2 { p , d ) l / 2 { p , n ) . This gives (4.1).
Next we investigate the function a;(d). Since Td{q, n) is multiplicative in q we can write
the series (3.10) as a product. By (4.3) we find that
(4.5)

Gd(n) = C3(n) J] (l^T^n)} ]^(l+T^n)\
/
/
p^ v
p\d v
pVd

where C^{n} = 1 + Ti(3,n) + Ti(9,n) (in verifying this recall that (d,6) = 1).
Now, for a short digression. We deduce the results on ©(n) quoted from Roth [9] in
§3 because the underlying idea will also be needed in the sequel. Note that ^p(ff)^C^(n}
equals the number of solutions of the congruence
x3

+ vi + y^ + vl= n "^ ^

with 1 ^ x ^ 9,1 < yi < 9, 3 J^. In particular, C^n) > 0. Similarly (p-l)^!^-^^, n))
equals the number of solutions H{p^n) of the congruence
x3 + ^ + 2/J + yl = n mod p
with 1 ^ a: ^ p, 1 ^ ^ <, p - 1. At this point it is useful to have at hand the following
easy result.
LEMMA 5. - Let K(p, n) denote the number of solutions of the congruence y^ + 7/j + yj =
n mod p with 1 <, yi < p - 1. Ifp / 2, 7 or 13 r/^n AT(p, n) > 0 /or ^ n. Moreover,
for large p,
^(p^^+O^3/2).
For the exceptional primes p not covered by Lemma 5 a direct verification shows that
the only cases where K{p,n) = 0 are AT(2,0), A:(7,0), A:(7,5), AT(7,2) and ^(13,0).
We easily deduce that H(p,n) > 0 for all p and all n. Now (5(n) > 0 and (3.11) follow
from (4.5) and (4.1).
From (4.5) and (3.12) we also deduce that o;(d) is multiplicative, and that
l+Tp(p,n)
)
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By the first half of (4.4), p(p - l^K^n) = 1 + T^n). Hence
(4.6)

^)-4N
H{p, n)

However, directly from the definition,
(4.7)

P
p-i
H^ n) = ^ K{p^ n - x3) = K{p^ n) + ^ K{p, n - x3).
a

•=l

x=l

From Lemma 5 we see that H(p, n) > K{p, n) for p > 5,p / 7,13,19; and for p = 7,13
or 19 this is also true, as a short calculation shows. This gives 0 < uj{p} < p. For large
p, we have H{p, n) = p3 + 0(^5/2) from (4.7) and Lemma 5. From (4.6) and Lemma 5
we now deduce uj(p} = 1 + 0{p-1/2). This establishes (2.2).
It remains to prove Lemma 5. If p = 2 mod 3 or p = 3 the mapping x -> x3 is a
bijection of the set of reduced residues modulo p. Hence K{p, n) counts the solutions of
^i + Z2 + Z3 = n mod p in reduced residues ^. So in these cases the Lemma is trivial.
We may therefore suppose that p = 1 mod 3. By the orthogonality of additive characters,
3 3
an
t
pK^n)
=^S-^a)
}}=(p-l^+E
= (p - 1)3 +
,n)=^S'
(p,a)e(e(-an
v<

0=1

where

^ /

p-i

-E^,")^).
By Lemma 4.3 of Vaughan [10] one has \S*(p, a)\ ^ 2^/p + 1 whenever p/a. Moreover,

(4-8)

E i^Mi2 = E i5*^0)!2 - (p -1)2,

a=l

a=l

and the sum on the right equals p times the number of solutions of x3 = y3 mod p with
1 < ^ < P - 1. Since j? =E 1 mod 3 there are exactly 3(p - 1) such solutions x , y . It
follows that the expression in (4.8) equals (p - l)(2p + 1), and therefore,
|^|<(2^p+l)(^-l)(2p+l).
We deduce that E < p5/2 and \E\ <{p- I)3 for p > 30. The case p = 19 can be checked
by hand. This establishes the Lemma.

5. The minor arc estimate
In this section we prove Lemma 4. In fact we shall prove the following technical result
which will also be useful in a later paper in this series.
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PROPOSITION 2. - Let rjd be any complex numbers satisfying \r]d\ <: 1. In the notation
of §3, let
(5.1)

F{a) = ^ r]dfd{a)
d<D

where D is supposed to satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. Then, for B > 250, one has
( \F(a)g{a)h{a)2\2da < PQ^logP)-^9.
Jm

This implies Lemma 4. To see this note that by (3.1)
V^ 'nd^d{n,v^} == / F{a)g{a)h{a)2e{-an)da
t7m

/7^n
d<D

whence the number on the left is the n-th Fourier coefficient of the function of period 1
which is F(a)g{a)h(a)2 on m, and 0 elsewhere (modi). By BesseFs inequality,
^
/-^<<07V
N<n<2N

\Y,w{n^}\2 < ( \Fgh2 ^da
vm

/7<< n

d<,D

so that indeed Lemma 4 follows from Proposition 2. As a first step towards Proposition 2
we examine the exponential sum F(a).
LEMMA 6. - Let F(a) be the exponential sum defined in (5.1). Suppose that a — — <,
q-ip-s/2 ^^ ^^ = I andq < P3/2. Then
F(a) < P^D^ +qe-^P(\ogP)(l+P3 a - a
Proof. - We rewrite F{a) as
F(a) = ^ ^
d<D

^

e(ad^.

P/d<y^2P/d

By Dirichlet's theorem on diophantine approximation, there are coprime integers
b = b(d),r = r ( d ) with r <, SP2^-2, d^a - - < ^-r^d2?'2. By Weyl's inequality, the
r
8
sum over y is (^(P3/4'1'*'^"3/4) unless r ^ P / d in which case it is
.P
«r---

1+

P'
-

fc|^-.

ad3--

/pN^
+

^

this bound being a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 2.8 of Vaughan [10]. Again, the sum
over y is C^P3/4^""3/4) unless one has
(5.2)

r<(P/rf)^

ft b\.l d
^-^<-^
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On summing over d it follows that
F(a) « P^D1/4 + P V ri-ir-. 1 +
• ^
d6l>

V

^
\ n f
^

^IV
ad3 - T'

where 'D is the set of all d < D for which (5.2) holds. For any d e T> we compare (5.2)
with the approximation to a postulated in the Lemma. This yields
ad3
<l(^
q ~ r\P

b
r

d
\"\ qp3/2
'

so that
\bq - ad3^ ^ gd9/4?-9/4 + rP-^d3 ^ 2£»9/4P-3/4 < 1
if P is sufficiently large (recall that D = P° with 0 < ^V It follows that ad3 =
\
3y
q
whence r = q/(q,d3). Using the trivial bound (q,d3) < {q,d)3 we deduce that

E"'

•l^7 -3

•

'?'

1+

^

b\\~3
\ad-5-<q-ni+P3 a——
\

d€'D

q

b

f

, -3
(^)

£"-d

d<,D

'

and the Lemma follows immediately.
We also need the following result of Vaughan [12].
LEMMA 7. - Let T denote the number of solutions ofx\ + yi + yj = x^ + y^ + ?/3 ^&/6?cr
to P <Xi^2P,Q <_y,< 2Q where P, Q satisfy (2.5). Then
T < P^Q2.

For future reference, we note that by considering the underlying diophantine equation
we have
(5.3)

a)h(a)2\2da<T.
/ \g^)h{a)

Jo

Let 6 > 0 be so small that D1/4?3/4 ^ pt-2^; by the upper bound imposed on D this is
always possible. Let Vl(q, a) denote the interval \qa -a\< P46-!, and let 9T be the union
of all yi{q,a) with 1 ^ a < q < P^+ 4 ^, [a,q) = 1. By a standard argument. Lemma 5
shows that [F(a)| > Pt- 6 implies a e 71 (modulo 1). Now, defining a function $ on ?t by
/

\ -1/3

^(a^^-Ul+P3^-^ )
V
9 /

if a G 9^(g,a), it follows from another application of Lemma 6 that
(5.4)

[ iFgh^da « pt- 2 ^ /ll l^2]2^ + P^logP)2 /
^gh^da.
Jo
Jytnm

<7m
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By Holder's inequality,
(5.5)

{

I^T^^f/

Jvinm

^daVu^uJ

WOTnm

/

where
(5.6)

U, = ! \g{a}h{a^da^
Jo

U^ = I \g{a}h{a)^da.
Jo

For the first factor on the right of (5.5) it is straightforward to show that
(
^(a^da^P-^L-1/2.
Jyinm

(5.7)

Moreover, by Lemma 3 and on considering the underlying diophantine equation, we have
Ui ^ 5([P, 2P] n Z) < PQ4 log P.

(5.8)

As we shall see in the next section, we also have
U2 < P-'Q6.

(5.9)

From (5.4), (5.3). Lemma 7. (5.5), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9) we deduce
/ IFff/iTri^^OogP)3-5
Jrri

which gives the Lemma.

6. Some technical proofs
It remains to establish Lemma 3 and (5.9) which both follow from another though
primitive application of the Hardy-Littlewood method. We begin by introducing the Weyl
sums
G{a) =

^

e(arr 3 );

H{a) =

P<x<_2P

^

e(m/ 3 );

W(a) = ^ e(aw 3 ).

Q<y<:2Q

weW

Then, in the notation of Lemma 3,
(6.1)

/•i
S(W) = \ |G ? (a)lV(a)ff(a) 2 | 2 da.
Jo

Let X(g, a) denote the interval \qa — a| < P"9/4, and let ^ denote the union of all ^(g, a)
with 1 <, a < q < P3/4, (a,g) = 1. By Dirichlet's theorem, there are coprime numbers
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6, r such that r < P3/2; a - ^ < r^P- 3 / 2 . Theorem 2 of Vaughan [11] and Lemma 6.3
of Vaughan [10] now imply
C?(a)<r-^P l + P 3 ^ - -

_^p3/4+e^

In particular, jG^a)! > P3/4^ implies a € ^(modi), and from (6.1) we see that
(6.2)

S{}V) < Pt+ 6 f ^(^H^da + P2 / ^(a)^)^)2!2^
^o
J^

when ^(a) is defined on ^ by
-i
^(c^g-^fl+P^-^
\
9
when a G K{q,a). Now |lV(a)[ < W(O) = W, and by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 6.3
of Vaughan [10], one has
H{a) < q-^Q + QV2 < q-^Q

(6.3)

when a G ^(g,a). It follows that
/|^(a)Vr(a)ff(a) 2 | 2 da<W 2 Q 4 ^
</

^

3 4
/,^p3/4
q<P
/

^ g-2 />
n-1
a=l
(a,g)=l

('1 + P3 a — -

^(g,a)\

-2

g

da

<W204P-31ogP.
On considering the underlying diophantine equation, we see that
/ {W^H^a^da < T
Jo
where T is the number estimated in Lemma 7. Collecting together, we now find that
5(>V)<pt+ e Q 2 +P- l TV 2 Q 4 1ogP
as required.
A proof of (5.9) can be given along the same lines. By considering the underlying
diophantine equations we obtain the basic inequality
(6.4)

/ ^(a)!2!^)!6^ < /^(a)!2!^)!6^.
JQ
Jo

Let £(g, a) denote the interval \qa - a\ < Q-9/4, and let £ denote the union of all
£(g,a) with 1 <, a < q < Q3/4, (a,g) = 1. On £ we define a function ^* by
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-1

^*(a) =q= q l'3Q( l + ^ a - -

for a G £(g, a). By the argument leading to (6.2),

but with G replaced by H, we find that
/>l|G(a)|2|ff(a)|6da
Jo
<,Q^ ( IG^fl^pda+Q2 f ^{a^aWa^da.
Jo
JSL

(6.5)

The first integral on the right equals T. Hence, by Lemma 7, the first term on the right is
0(Q3/2+.pi+6Q2) ^ 0(P-1Q6) which is acceptable. The treatment of the integral over
£ requires more care. When a e £(^,a), we invoke Theorem 2 of Vaughan [11] and
Lemma 6.3 of Vaughan [10] to see that
G{a) < P^(a) + q^q + P^qa - a|)^
where ^ is the same function as in the previous argument (now defined on £). A short
calculation shows that the second term on the right is ©(P9716"^), uniformly for a e £.
Hence
/ ^(^G^H^^da < p2ji + P9/^26^
j£

where
Ji = /l |^(a)^*(a)ff(a)2|2da;
JSL
/£

J2 = I ^(a^H^^da.
Jz
JZ

It is clear that (6.3) remains valid for a G £(^, a). Straightforward estimates now show that

4

-t

-2

3

A«o ^^/4
E^ E
/ fi+p ^Q
^1
-^ -/£(g,a)
J^a)\

-3.Q4
da < P-°Q

g<Q3/4

(a,g)=l

and

-2

l2«Q4 E g-2 E <7/
34
^^3/
q<Q
/4

a=l
(a,g)=l
n-1

fl+^a-0

^^)

J^a)\

da < QlogQ.

Q

By (6.5), it is now readily confirmed that the right hand side of (6.4) is O^P^Q6). By
(5.6), this establishes (5.9). The proof of our Theorem is now complete.
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